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LOOKING AT THIS PICTURE, THERE IS NO DENYING THAT REBELSTAR CONSISTS OF 4 INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERS.
BUT... WITH ONE THING IN COMMON AND THAT IS TO ROCK VERY HARD IN THIS AGE OF DISPOSABLE POPSTARS.
Starting out as a collaboration of Serge Naberman & Martijn
Niggebrugge, it was very clear that there was no turning
back from the path they had chosen as their musical
direction: oldskool Hardrock with influences of todays Rock
and Metal. Great melodic rock with heavy and catchy guitar
riffs and solid vocal harmonies.
Since the release of their debut album in 2010, there is no
denying that Rebelstar proved themselves as a living and
breathing rock machine. From sharing the stage with bands
like King’s X (USA), Helloween (DE) and Vicious Rumors
(USA) to playing on the prestigious Masters of Rock festival
(CZ), Rebelstar pioneered by putting authentic Hardrock
back on the map.
In summer 2013, after recruiting a new pounding rhythm
section and with renewed inspiration, they had only one
goal: going back to the recording studios to top their debut
album. They succeeded, and how…!

Contact
E-mail: rebelstar@hotmail.nl
www.facebook.com/rebelstarband
www.rebelstar.nl
Bookings
Eternal Rock
Website: www.eternalrock.nl
E-mail: kinley@eternalrock.nl
Phone: +31 (0)43 - 344 08 41

The Rebelstar II album got great reviews from renowned
magazines, blogs and websites all over the world.
Ten brand new songs, musically diverse and with a strong,
modern production: Rebelstar took this album to the next
level. With guest appearances of Sleeze Beez’ Andrew Elt
and Chriz van Jaarsveld giving it an additional sleezy touch.
Check out their killer Youtube singles ‘Sick M.F.’ and its
follow-up ‘Big, Bang, Boom’ both taken from the Rebelstar
II album.
2015 sees the band gigging harder than ever and working
on their third album, due for release at the end of the year.
The upcoming album will again hold some surprising and
unexpected collaborations so be prepared!
Rebelstar is:
Serge Naberman - lead vocals / guitars
Martijn Niggebrugge - guitars / vocals
Bart ‘Dus’ Pellinkhof - bass / vocals
Richard van Leeuwen - drums / vocals

“Rebelstar is the best hardrock band from the “Love it from start to finish, so make sure
Netherlands since Sleeze Beez.”
you don´t miss this.”
Lords of Metal
Your Music Blog
“No wonder the international press is picking
this up.”
Your Music Blog

“10 rockets of pure class, punchy Euro
Melodic Hard Rock of the highest calibre.”
AOR Heaven

“This music belongs at huge festivals and in
big arenas.”
Dump Magazine Belgium

“R ATING 80/100: Excelent album that
sounds magnificent.”
Aardschok Magazine

Big, Bang, Boom [Official Music Video]
http://youtu.be/22XhRrBPRm4

Sick Mother Fucker [Official Music Video]
http://youtu.be/QZ1JoSzhuDw

